Combi-Electric Boiler
The most advanced way to save energy and water

Variation of Units

The most energy
and water
efficient
solution, and so
easy to install!
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The Most Advanced Electric Boiler Yet!
Vast range of kWatt options available Remote controllable
The Elwa electric-combi boiler offers a vast
range of kWatt options to choose from! This
means there is a unit to suit every need whether it is for heating and shower or
heating only or depending on the applications
available at the source. Additionally, the
alternative sizes and mount options of the
units cater to a much wider variety of homes
and uses.

Low noise operation
The boiler works in a manner that reduces
any unwanted or loud operating noises. This
makes it a very attractive unit for those in
building complexes or apartments – you can
use your boiler any time with no complaints!

Intelligent temperature inverter
The inbuilt smart temperature inverter
ensures that the water temperature does not
vary over the usage time. Unlike other water
heaters, the Elwa boiler keeps the
temperature constant, no matter how long
the water is running.

The large screen, easy control of the boiler
allows for the user to set the temperature to
always be constant. It is remote controlled by
Wi-Fi thermostat. This prevents the risk of
scalding hot water, and makes it family friendly
by keeping it out of reach of children.
Additionally, the real-time control time
adjustment function allows for the user to
control the boiler from an app on their
smartphone. This allows for up to 3 hours
heating in advance of use. Getting home to a
warm room is now possible without wasting
energy throughout the day.

Easy
Installation

Ranging from
8kWatt to
36kWatt*

Digital Control
and Display

QUIET

ECO-FRIENDLY

COST SAVING
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